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Research Project Summary 

Research Question:  What practices are effective in 

engaging families/parent in supporting learning at home? 

Demographics of Participants and Project Overview  

Two programs were invited to participate in this 10 week research project.  One 

site was a Head Start program the other a 4 year-old kindergarten within the 

school district.  Directors at each program expressed commitment to parent 

engagement and volunteered their staff to participate.  The classroom teams 

were invited, at the beginning of the school year, to a meeting to be introduced 

to the research project.   Of those invited all agreed to be involved and filled out 

a survey tool.  The Head Start program was a full-day program with 5 classrooms 

completing the study, the public school program had morning and afternoon 

sessions with 3 classrooms participating providing 2 classrooms each.  This 

provided a total of 10 classes.   

Letters were shared with all families in those classrooms to introduce them to the 

project at the start of their school year session.  They had the choice to 

participate.  Parents completed a demographics survey to enroll, 83 families 

participated.    See the demographics tool on page 29.   As the community has a 

Hispanic population the interventions were made available in both English and 

Bilingual (Spanish/English); 5 families used bilingual resources. 

 Participation levels for classrooms varied: range was from 18% to 71% of the class;    

(5%, 18%, 24%, 35%, 41%, 53%, 55%, 71% classrooms with morning and afternoon 

sessions are reflected in one classroom %)  

Enrolled families were then randomly assigned to an intervention level.    There 

were 3 levels of parent engagement tasks to be done at home by families 

participating.  Enrolled families received activities from the same intervention 

level throughout the 10 week study. 

The first level was a suggestion level.  Each family at this level was given the 

same suggestion of a parent-child activity to engage in.  The goal was to give 

parents an opportunity to do interactive activities. At the suggestion level the 

ideas were shared but they had no requirement to return them.  None of the 

ideas required resources other than what would be available in their homes.   

Some ideas were shared on paper so only cost involved at this level was 

making copies.  List and description of these interventions are listed on pages 

12-20 
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The second level was suggestions with prompts.  These sometimes involved the 

same suggestions as used for level one but had additional supplies or support 

for families to use in engaging their child in the activity.  Five of the 10 activities 

asked parents to return them to the teacher.  Teachers were not asked to give 

families reminders about returning them.  Nor did the researcher make a point 

of emphasizing any importance to the classroom teams.  Again these 

engagements did not require the family to supply any resources other than 

what they had in their homes.  There was some cost for resources shared but 

all projects were kept at a minimal cost, see page 11 regarding the projects 

that were distributed.   Some interventions involved preparation work by the 

researcher and classrooms continuing to use the interventions would need to 

prepare as necessary.  Cost for those projects are noted page 21 Cost of 

copies was not recorded for any of the interventions.  Most supplies used are 

items likely found in a pre-k program or low cost to purchase.  List and 

description of these interventions are listed on pages 21-25. 

 

The third level engagement opportunities involved sharing resources.  These were 

manipulatives that allowed the family to open and use the resources—there was no 

preparation required by the family receiving the activity to use the materials nor any 

additional resources required.  Included in this group were games and kits.  8 of the 

10 were things that were shared on a loan basis.  The five learning game kits used 

are listed on page 26; they are available for purchase, as is the book bag.  The 

Puzzle Bag and the Monkey Kit were prepared for the research project.  See pages 

26-28 for more information.  The above kits were loaned to families and required 

families to return the resources.  Two of the shared resources were kits that were give-

a-way resources; if programs used these activities someone would have to prepare 

them for distribution and secure the resources.   5 of the 10 resource level materials 

had activity pages that families could complete and return.  Again no emphasis was 

placed on requiring families or teachers regarding their completion or return.  There 

was cost related to the resources used at this level.  The itemized list of those is noted 

on pages 26-27.  At the completion of the project the materials used were 

replenished as needed and left with the classroom to continue using them to 

supplement learning and parent engagement.  Each kit shared parent suggestions 

for use as well as providing the resources to work with.   List and description of these 

interventions are listed on pages 26 and 27. 

 

The same interventions were used with all students within the intervention level.  No 

effort was made to measure student skill level and to adjust intervention challenges 

accordingly.  Future research and implementation of family engagement practices 
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could take achievement levels into account.  Each intervention level provided 

challenge for the same skills and concepts.   The concepts selected for the activities 

were based on pre-school learning.  They align with both Head Start Framework 

recommendations and the skills identified on the school districts reporting scale and 

state standards.   Concepts shared included naming body parts, counting, shape 

recognition, reading books, color recognition, spelling their names, opposites, 

number recognition, nursery rhyme offering recall and counting, and motor skill 

challenges.  Many engaged language skills, and cooperative/social experiences 

with others. 

The activities were usually sent home on Wednesday with the return of shared 

resources expected on Monday.  A few activities were not distributed on Wed. when 

attendance or teacher schedules were problematic.  Most of the level one and two 

were then sent when possible---on some occasions the level 3 materials were not 

shared with a family as a result of attendance.   Teachers showed dedication in 

making efforts to maintain the schedule and sometimes distributed materials on 

Thursday items missed from Wednesday distribution. 

Every classroom had support staff.  However, one classroom had an aide for only a 

portion of the class period.  

 Each week the prepared materials were delivered to the classrooms, with a check-

out sheet for the week and a one-page or less information sheet about the 

interventions for the week and any necessary notes. 

When the research began 83 families were part of the project.  2 families and their 

students left during the project from the program they were enrolled in.   After the 10 

interventions were shared a survey tool was used to collect information from both 

parents and staff; 78 families completed the ending survey, 3 families did not 

complete the ending survey giving a 93% retention rate.   

 

Impacting Issues 

• The study was conducted over a 10 week period when there was some flu in the 

community.  There were high levels of missing students with some students 

absent for extended days---this caused some pressure on level 3 families and 

classroom staff in regards to getting things returned and reissued where there 

were several families utilizing the same collection of kits. This also meant that a 

few of the families in the study missed receiving an intervention.   In assigning the 

kits there was effort made to have kits out one week, in the next, out the 

following…but that still became tight with the aggressive schedule of sharing 

things 10 consecutive weeks and attendance complications. 
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• Attention was made to not share level 3 returnable resources on shortened 

weeks - where there was a classroom attendance break.  This occurred twice in 

the September to December timeframe.  On those weeks the give-away 

materials were shared.  This pushed the study into sharing week 10 interventions 

after Thanksgiving.   This is a busier time for families and it turned out to be 

difficult period to get families to make returns.   

 

• One family suggested in the ending survey process that they weren’t sure if they 

had received the intervention and suggested that a picture or visual reference 

of the item would have been helpful in recalling ----this should be considered in 

future research.   

 

Maintenance and Loss of Level 3 Materials 

One teacher commented after the first week,” I don’t believe it!  Everything came 

back.”  That was reflected by other staff throughout the project when the researcher 

visited the classrooms.  There were a few families where the responsibility of returning 

items needed to be nurtured.  Teachers were provided stickers to remind families when 

pieces were missing or kits late and some of the teachers indicated these were helpful 

in the maintenance process.  Some of the teachers had direct contact with the families 

at drop off and pick-up times to facilitate managing the check-out and return, but not 

all had direct contact.  In classrooms where more children were participating the 

routines for managing the disbursement and returns seemed easier to manage than in 

classrooms where there was limited engagement.   

Each week teachers received a list of students participating and the materials to 

disperse along with a check-out and check-in recording sheet.  The researcher 

collected the checkout records and returned assignments as they were offered.    

1   At the end of the study one classroom had overlooked the return of 2 kits—both 

checked out to the same family.  The classroom team was not using the check out 

record sheets provided.  They did not alert the researcher to any issues of non-returned 

items.  At the conclusion of the project the teaching team expressed surprise when 

they were questioned about the missing.  There is no evidence of what if any efforts 

were made with the family to secure their return.   It needs to be emphasized in 

continuation of the lending process that materials check-out and return must be date 

documented and prompt attention given to follow-up reminding families to return kits 

or pieces loaned.  If a family has an outstanding kit there should be no additional loans 

made until the situation is addressed.  Therefore, if one kit were lost there would be 

incentive to return it to be allowed to borrow another.  Early in the project the above 
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parent apologized for misplacing a kit.  She admitted to having the kit and said the 

child and some friends were playing together with it and that was the last she had seen 

of it.  The family was allowed to take the next kit and continue on in the study---but she 

did later locate the missing unit and returned it.   

2 Note there was one family that started the study receiving the resource materials that 

left the program suddenly.  The classroom made several attempts to reach the family 

but could not make any connections…the family had two kits on loan to them when 

the child stopped coming---again the greatest loss should have been only one game 

unit and the non-return of the family to the program is a situation out of the control of 

program and project. 

3 One classroom ended the study with a long term substitute.  The refreshing of their 

materials at the end of the study indicated that the book bag kit was still out.  The 

family last to use it was notified to return the kit and they also contacted the researcher.  

Parent response over the phone reflected frustration.  She reported that she was a 2nd 

shift worker and that she was sure these materials were returned and was annoyed that 

the staff did not check the child’s backpack.  The bag was back in the classroom when 

the teacher met with the researcher.  This serves as a reminder that the loan process is 

a two-way collaborative effort.  This parent communicated in their final evaluation they 

did not do all of the kits but enjoyed the ones they had time for.   

4 Another classroom had completed the entire study without needing any 

replacements with heavy circulation to a number of level 3 families.  The final review of 

the supplies revealed that 2 kits were missing books and that a game and book bag kit 

were missing from the collection.  From the last use to the supply inventory was a period 

of over two weeks leading into Holiday break and following the break the teacher 

made appeals to the involved families to locate the missing items but had no success in 

getting their return. Programs using a lending process should note that promptly 

checking returned supplies and notification of families is necessary.  The teacher had 

faithfully used the checkout sheets up to the last round of circulation but had not 

monitored the final round and made follow-ups. 

Replacement of kit components: 

Item                     total loss    units replaced     total 

books (5 units per classroom)   2  replaced scribbled in      3 

game kits (5 units per classroom)    1  2 see note above *2 & 4       3 

dice (5 units per classroom)   0        0  

movers (5 units per classroom)        2        2 

monkeys (5 puppets per bag)   0  1 kit see note above*1  1 kit 
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book bag kit               1 (  See note 4 above)  1kit 

book bag instruction sheet   0          0 

puzzle pieces                                    0       1 kit see note above*1  1 kit 

 

There were 26 students who receiving level 3 resources (not counting student who left 

the project).  Each was assigned 8 loaned activities for a total of 208 kits/games 

circulated. 

There were resources lost during the project.   

A total of six kits were lost.  

 2 lost kits were a result of family leaving the program.   

2 kits were checked out to a family who did not return them.  The classroom 

continued sending resources even when resources were not being returned.  The 

classroom staff involved with this issue did not utilize the record sheets provided by the 

researcher and did not share awareness that they had lost the kits during the project.  

2 kits were lost in the final week of the project, the teacher had not used the 

return check-in that week and did not inventory/thus did not do follow-up.  This 

classroom lost 2 books in the final round of checkouts as well.   

Beyond this there was need to replace one book because of it being scribbled in and 2 

game movers were lost.  10 piece and 12 piece puzzles were circulated to 26 families 

with not a piece lost.  125 monkey finger puppets were circulated in the take home 

bags and safely returned. 

In consideration of the number of units shared with families and the total amount of use 

in each home the loss/maintenance issues were limited.  The management of the 

lending process does need the staff to be attentive to the process.  
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Maintenance Issues 

  Teacher notes and requests only shared one issue of concern during the project.  That 

problem was that the check-out cards in the pockets of the learning game, sharing to 

whom it was loaned and the date for return, were missing from some games when 

returned. This was noted early in the circulation so a tag for loaned to name and date 

of return was created that attached to the handles.   

Staff was given extra dice and movers for the game kits to use for replacement as 

needed---only 2 movers were needed through the 10 weeks of use by all 10 classrooms 

in the project. 

At the end of the 10 weeks all of the materials were gathered and accessed.  At the 

end it was noted: 

1. One book needing replacement as it had been 

scribbled in. (listed above)  

2. One learning game bag had marks on it from a 

marker which was removed with hairspray and 

washed out.  It was returned to circulation.   

3. One book had ink on a blank page; the blank 

page was removed and sent back in the book 

bag. 

4. The foam number puzzles were inviting to children to trace and make numbers 

on them.  3 puzzles had been written on.  2 with ink one with marker---hair spray 

removed the written marks leaving a few indentions on the foam but still usable.  

The cardboard puzzles had only one with marks on it and that was on the back 

of the frame.  The puzzle pieces and inside tray had no damage---again 

returned to bag for continued use.  Staff did not mention any issues about the 

inventory of puzzle pieces.  The foam puzzle pieces usually stayed together in 

the bag---the cardboard tray puzzle pieces all fell to the bottom of the bag and 

required a counting inventory to assure all pieces were there requiring more 

than a visual quick check.  However, note that none of the pieces were lost and 

the responses indicated that these puzzles did get family use several families 

reporting it as a much enjoyed activity.  

5. Two bags from the puzzles and monkey kits showed some wear on the bottom 

seeming as if they were dragged along the floor, reinforced them from inside 

with Duct tape and put back in circulation.  In future would recommend using a 

more durable fabric bag. 
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Teacher Participation 

Teachers were given each week a check-out sheet listing participating students with 

spaces dedicated to recording the date materials were sent home and the date 

returned, along with an area to make any notes to the researcher.  They were 

instructed to use the record to monitor the project.  Each week the researcher stopped 

to collect them as well as student’s returned papers and to deliver the next weeks 

resources.  Classroom all started out using the provided check-in and out sheets.   

By week 5 only 3 of the 8 classrooms were using the recording sheets. 

1 classroom used it every week.   

Classrooms that had missing units and parts were not using the recording sheets when 

items went missing.  Classrooms reporting maintenance to be an issue on the closing 

survey were not making use of the record sheets---those that did use the sheets 

reported minimal issues regarding maintenance. 

 

Personal Contact Activity at Suggestion Level 

Teachers were asked on week 8 to write a personal note to families encouraging them 

to do a counting activity.  They were given a week advanced notice of this task and 

suggestion of what that request could be.  They were asked to share a copy of that 

note with the researcher.  See page 17-18.   The researcher asked 3 times to receive 

that copy from those that did not share it.  There were 4 teachers who did not share 

that copy.  One admitted that she did not do it---instead she sent a counting worksheet 

which did not achieve the goal of measuring response from personalized requests to 

do a task.  A teacher who did share the personal suggestion shared a personal verbal 

response from one family.  They were delighted with the suggestion they received.  

They reported that it was an idea they had not considered doing and had a wonderful 

time at the mall looking for numbers.   

Ending comments from teachers were helpful in viewing the project.  An observation 

shared by one teacher was, “When I inserted the suggestion on name writing in our 

newsletter, many students seem to have begun writing their names.” 
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Family Interest in Continuation 

On the ending survey families were asked if they wished to continue receiving ideas 

and resources.  Three families opted to not to continue receiving them.  They all shared 

comments that accompanied their request.  Following is a summary of their feedback: 

Level 1 / Suggestion Level- 1 family asked to drop out: 

“We are already very engaged with our children…we are both teachers so we 

understand the need to be actively involved in his education.”  They reported that the 

activities shared somewhat encouraged them to be involved and recorded 

completion of 8 of the 10 activities. 

 

Level 2 / Suggestions with prompts - 2 families asked to drop out: 

One responded, “we get information online”.  The mother reported that the activities 

shared somewhat encouraged them to be involved and recorded doing 6 of the 10 

activities saying they “all were fun”. 

The other parent shared concerns that she wanted more advanced challenges.  It was 

the child’s 3rd year in pre-k and she had an older sibling thus they had had been doing 

activities.  They completed 9 of the 10 activities.  Response to the survey question, “Did 

the activities encourage you to be involved in your child’s learning?” was “Not at all”.  

 

No families from level 3 asked to stop receiving resources to use.  This indicates they 

enjoyed receiving resources and found them beneficial.  The data review report shares 

examples of the positive comments/feedback they provided 
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Chart of concepts and 3 tiers of interventions shared with families. 

Concept Level 1 Interventions- 
Suggestions 
 

Level 2 Interventions- 
Suggestions with 
Prompts   

Level 3 
Interventions- 
Sharing Resources 
 

Knowledge of 

body names, 
vocabulary, 
science 

Body parts activity 

page 

Body parts activity 

page with stickers 

Body Parts 

 Learning Game 

Literacy; at 
home 

reading 

“Read to Me” sticker Reading Record Sheet Backpack with 
books 

Brown Bear 

Recognizing 

shapes, math, 
language 

classroom door sign Envelope with shape 

cutouts 

Shape Land  

Learning Game 

Counting  Wrist bracelet with 
counting suggestions 

Folded mini-book with 
counting activities 

Puzzle Bag with 
foam number puzzle 
and one additional 

puzzle 

Opposites, 

direction 
giving words, 

language 

Hide-and Seek 

activity with personal 
invite 

Hide-and-Seek activity 

with cutout shape, 
personal invite as well 

as written directions 
with hiding prop 

Which Way? 

Learning Game 

Color 
recognition 

Mini-book about 
colors 

Lunch bag with colored 
paper and color 
activities 

Lunch Bag with 
color practice 
supplies: mini-book, 

crayons, stickers, 
and glue (give-a-

way) 

Language, 
rhyming, 

recall skills 

Finger play word 
sheet with page of 5 

monkeys 
Monkeys On the Bed 

Finger play word sheet 
with monkey cutouts 

and sticks 
Monkeys On the Bed 

Book Bag with finger 
puppets; Monkeys 

Jumping on the Bed 

Numeral 
identification 

Hand written teacher 
suggestion to search 

for numbers 

Counting sticks in zip 
bag 

Count On Me! 

Learning Game 

Name 

recognition 
and writing, 
letters, sounds 

Newsletter suggestion 

to practice spelling 
name 

Name spelling with 

paper plates   

Letter stickers and 

cards to spell 
name/words 
(give-a-way) 

Motor skills Calendar activity with 
7 days of motor 

challenges 

Calendar activity with 7 
days of motor 

challenges with return 
suggestion 

Play Action 

Learning Game 
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 Following are descriptions and examples of the specific 

interventions, at each level, that were used in the research project. 

Level 1 Interventions- Suggestions 

Level 1 Interventions- 
Suggestions 
 

Body parts activity 

page 

“Read to Me” sticker 

classroom door sign 

Wrist bracelet with 

counting suggestions 

Hide-and Seek activity 

with personal invite 

Mini-book about 

colors 

Finger play word 

sheet with page of 5 
monkeys 
Monkeys On the Bed 

Hand written teacher 
suggestion to search 

for numbers 

Newsletter suggestion 

to practice spelling 
name 

Calendar activity with 
7 days of motor 
challenges 

 

         

      

 

 

 

 

 

 Read together… 
Take time to read to your child. 

Sticker created on 2 x 4 labels 

 Practice counting with me. 

Wrist bracelet ---or attached to 

book bag.  Ends taped together. 

 

8 page mini book-- pages for different 

colors, covered 11 basic colors 
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Door or bus sign to share activity 

 

Week long suggestion list of daily 

activities 
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Finger play words and monkey 

art work 
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Home Activity Page 
This is a vocabulary building task.   

Talk about the body parts listed 
below:  
• Find the parts on the drawing.   
• Ask your child to find and name their 

body parts. 

ankle heel 
arm hip 

calf knee 
cheek lips 
chest mouth 
chin neck 
ear nose 
elbow palm 
eyebrow shin 
face shoulder 
feet stomach 
fingernail teeth 
fingers thigh 
foot thumb 
forehead toes 
hair tongue 
hand waist 
head wrist 

Checking Our Progress 
Which body parts did your child know?  
What words need to be learned? 

 

☺☺☺☺ More Fun Things To Do!   
 
Look at books, magazines, or mailed advertisements.   
Name the body parts you see. 
 

Activity sheet 
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©Bev Schumacher, 2009 Racine, WI 

Numbers                                                                                                   
 
Parent involvement interventions this week are about numbers. 

 
Level one participants will receive from you a hand written note on something you are 

sending home with the request to work with numbers.  If there are specific numeric skills 
that the child needs practice with you can suggest that they focus on those.  
Otherwise, write a general statement about naming and recognizing numbers. Sign 

your name that the family knows it came from you. 
  

Suggestions you could make are:   
 
Visit the grocery store together and look for numbers. (Your signature) 

 
OR  

 
Take a walk to look for numbers. (Your signature) 
 

OR 
Other ideas related to shopping advertisements, license plates, road signs…… 
 

 
This number skill request can be on anything you are already sending home… a 

newsletter, a student made project …  If you make the same suggestion to more than 
one student just share one copy and indicated  which/how many received that 
particular message. 

 
If it is easier to write the suggestion on a label and then attach it to a home-school 

communication that is OK too---key is that it is a hand written connection from you. 
 
 

Spanish speaking families should receive this message in Spanish.   
 

Hand written note to 

share engagement 
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Samples of teacher written notes with 

number suggestions 
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Newsletter insert 
 
Put the following in a communication you are sending to parents.  This could be a 

newsletter, parent letter, reminder of classroom activities… Just place it in the body of 
that communication.  We are trying to determine if they pick suggestions of this nature 

up from those types of mass communication efforts. 
 
 

 
Parents help your student recognize their name in print.  Point out their names on school 
papers.  You might make a sign for their room or areas they keep their things.  Start their 

name with a capital letter and complete it with lower case letters. If they easily identify 
their first name begin working on their last name.  As they master that work to learn the 

names of other family members. 
 
 

Those who have Spanish speaking families here is the above suggestion in Spanish. 
 

 
Padres, ayuden a su estudiante a reconocer su nombre escrito. Señalen su nombre en 
los documentos  de la escuela. Podrían hacer un letrero para su cuarto o para las 
áreas donde ellos guardan sus cosas. Empiecen su nombre con la letra mayúscula y 
las demás con letra minúscula. Si el estudiante reconoce fácilmente su nombre 
entonces trabajen con su apellido. Una vez que ellos dominen esto ustedes pueden 
trabajar para que aprenda los nombres de otros miembros de la familia 
 

Newsletter printed 

suggestion from teacher 
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Teaching Staff 
 
We are going to encourage families to work on opposite words.  These are key words 

for following commands.  They are prepositional words to older learners.  They help in 
defining order and position, identifying location, math concept ideas… 

 
You are going to encourage level one families to talk about opposite words.  
 In a face-to- face exchange you will suggest that they play a game of hide and seek 

with the parent giving clues for the children to apply those words.  If you do not have a 
face-to-face opportunity make a phone call. 
 

it is very important that you make the verbal request individually to each family.  For 
families with more than one adult member encourage them to share this idea with the 

other family member(s). 
 
Following is a possible script---- the goal of this intervention is the personal request of 

staff to the families.  Your goal is to invite the family to work with their child on this 
activity. 

 
We are building skills here at school.  A concept being learned is the use of opposite 

and direction giving words.   

• These words allow your child to compare objects.   

• They are key words to locate specific places or things.  

 

Practice word pairs with your child.  Some combination words are: 

in, out     high, low   over, under 

before, after    near, far   front, back 

behind, between, in front  left, right   up, down 

top, bottom    inside, outside 

 

You can play a game of hide and seek with an object.  Using these words in a 

command will give them practice to apply these words.  They will have to listen to 

and follow directions to find the hidden item. 

 

Example:  Go find (name the object) in the kitchen, under the chair, near the door. 

 

Verbal suggestion made by staff to 

family of engagement activity 
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Level 2 Interventions- Suggestions with Prompts   

Items with associated cost/ preparation work: paper plate activity, counting craft 

numbered sticks, bag with colored pieces of paper, foam cut out, envelopes with die 

cut shapes, and monkey cuts out in bag  

Level 2 Interventions- Suggestions with 
Prompts   

 

Activity page with stickers stickers 1/3 sheet  $ .16 

Reading Record Sheet  

Envelope with shape cutouts Colored papers—11 colors; 1/8 
th page each; envelope 

Folded mini-book with counting activities  

Hide and Seek activity with cutout shape, 

personal invite as well as written directions 
with hiding prop Foam cut out  

$ .10/ 6 per sheet of foam, zip 

sandwich bag 

Lunch bag with colored paper and color 
activities 

Bags $.02, plus paper 

Finger play word sheet with monkey cutouts 
and sticks 
Monkeys On the Bed 1 ¼ piece of 

construction  

paper-craft sticks $ .05 each x 5= 
$.25 per student; zip sandwich 
bag 

Counting sticks in zip bag   $1.00 per student for craft sticks; 

zip sandwich bag  

Name spelling with paper plates.   $ .03 per plate per letter in name 

Calendar Activity with 7 days of motor 
challenges with return suggestion 

 

 

 

    

   

     

       

Monkey cutouts with craft sticks 

to make puppets and fingerplay 

words 
Counting sticks- numbers 

1-20 with use suggestions 
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Activity 

sheet and 

stickers.  

Families 

asked to 

complete 

and 

return. 

 

 

Paper plate letters 

to spell child’s first 

name. 
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Mini-folded book using 11x 

17 paper with counting 

activities to complete 

 

 

Envelope printed with instructions 

and die cut attribute shapes for 

families to discuss different shapes 

 

 

Brown lunch bag with 

instructions taped on and 

11 different colored 

papers inside 
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Week long suggestion 

list of daily activities. 

Family asked to 

complete and return. 

 

Reading suggestion with 

reading record sheet. 

Family asked to return at 

end of week. 
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Both the suggestion level activities and the activity with a prompt will be your 

responsibility.  We are going to encourage families to work on opposite words.  These 

are key words for following commands.  They are prepositional words to older learners.  

They help in defining order and position, identifying location, math concept ideas… 

 

You are going to encourage level one families to talk about opposite words.  
 In a face-to- face exchange you will suggest that they play a game of hide and seek 
with the parent giving clues for the children to apply those words.  If you do not have a 

face-to-face opportunity make a phone call. 
 

 
You will give the level 2 families the same instructions but also give them one of the cut 
out shapes to use in playing the hiding game.  The simple instructions are also with the 

cut out, but it is very important that you make the verbal request individually to each 
family.  For families with more than one adult member encourage them to share this 

idea with the other family member(s). 
 
Following is a possible script----but again the goal of this intervention is the personal 

request of staff to the families.  Your goal is to invite the family to work with their child on 
this activity. 

 
We are building skills here at school.  A concept being learned is the use of opposite 

and direction giving words.   

• These words allow your child to compare objects.   

• They are key words to locate specific places or things.  

 

Practice word pairs with your child.  Some combination words are: 

in, out     high, low   over, under 

before, after    near, far   front, back 

behind, between, in front  left, right   up, down 

top, bottom    inside, outside 

 

You can play a game of hide and seek with an object.  Using these words in a 

command will give them practice to apply these words.  They will have to listen to 

and follow directions to find the hidden item. 

 

Example:  Go find (name the object) in the kitchen, under the chair, near the door. 

 

Level 2 families will be given the cutout to play with.  For them you might add: 
Here is a foam______ that you can use for the hiding game.  Again your goal is a 

face-to-face contact.  If you do not have that opportunity make a phone call to the 

family with this information and tell them you are sending home a special shape to play 

the hide-and-seek challenge with. Hide and 

seek cut out 

Verbal suggestion with written 

directions and cutout to hide 
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Level 3 Interventions- Sharing  

Resources 

1. Count On Me, Learning Game 

2. Shape Land , Learning Game 

3. Play Action, Learning Game 

4. Which Way, Learning Game 

5. Body Parts, Learning Game 

 

Learning Props L.L.C., 877-776-7750, www.learningprops.com  These learning games are 

kits which look like a storage bag.  Three side are secured by a zipper that when 

unzipped opens up to be a path game board with instructions printed on the durable 

fabric.  Each kit has an accompanying book, dice and 4 game movers.  The exterior of 

the bag contains a parts list, pocket for game pieces, Learning Hints, and extension 

activities called, More Fun Things To Do.  Each also included a Home Practice Page 

with an additional suggestion/activity for the family followed by a section encouraging 

consideration of skill knowledge and goal setting.  5 different game kits were used and 

families needing the bilingual were provided the same learning games in dual 

language Spanish/English.  English games retail price $25.80; Bilingual games retail 

$28.50. 

 

6. Read-At-Home Backpacks,   Brown Bear, 

Brown Bear, What Do You See? Durable vinyl 

backpack with laminated activity sheet of 

suggested activities and parent support. 

Follett Library Resources, 888.511.5114 

www.titlewave.com  English or Spanish; also 

available dual language containing both an 

English and Spanish Book $43.97. 

 

 

7. Puzzle Kit created for the project.  Two puzzles 

were shared in each kit.  One a foam number 

puzzle # 0-9   $2.99 and a cardboard tray 12 
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piece puzzle $1.69.  The kit was packaged in bag $.87   Velcro at a cost of $ .99 per 

bag was sewn to each bag to assure parts were contained.   On the exterior of the 

bag was handwritten a parts list, Learning Hints, and extension activities called, 

More Fun Things To Do.  The families needing Spanish support had the same 

information presented on the reverse side of the bag.  Kit cost $6.54    

 

8. Monkeys On the Bed Kit created for the 

project.  Purchased for the kits monkey 

finger puppets 5 per kit from Rhode Island 

Novelty   5 @ .45= $2.25 and a book from 

Follett Library Resources, 888.511.5114 

www.titlewave.com  English $16.00 Hard 

cover ISBN 9780899197692 or 

9780395557013 $14.94   Spanish 

boardbook ISBN 9780618564422 $5.95.   A 

laminated page ($.10) was created and 

word sheets stapled on for families to keep a copy of the finger-play if they wished.  

The kit was packaged in bag $ .87 from Oriental Trading with $ .99    Velcro sewn to 

each bag to assure parts were contained.   On the exterior of the bag was 

handwritten a parts list, Learning Hints, and extension activities called, More Fun 

Things To Do.  The families needing Spanish support had the same information 

presented on the reverse side of the bag and the laminated page likewise was then 

two sided.  The cost per unit $10.06 -$16.05. 

 

 

9. Give-a-way resource-- Color Activity Bag created for the 

project.  Lunch bag  ($ .05)containing mini-folded book ($ 

.14), 11 pieces of colored construction paper ($ .10), 11 

colored crayons ($ .85), bottle of glue ($ . 20), instructions.  

Cost for each family activity $1.34    

 

10.  Give-a-way resource-- Letter activity.  Ziploc bag 

containing sheet of stickers, Learning Props L.L.C. Letter 

/dots $.50 per sheet of 108 letters, 877-776-7750, 

www.learningprops.com  extra blank stickers, instruction 

sheet.  Cost  for each family activity $ .85   
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Each set of classroom materials was placed in 

a storage crate.  

 

 Estimated cost of $250 for the returnable, 

reusable lending library resources used in each 

Level 3 English classrooms set.  Increased cost 

in classrooms where they needed both English 

and Bilingual resources. 

Per student give-a-way cost:  $2.19 for 2 non-

returnable activities. 
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Family Information Survey (FIS) 
 

1.   Name:  ___________________________  
 2.   Address______________________________________________________ 
 3.   Phone number__________________ Best time of day to reach you?__________ 
 4. Child’s Name:___________________  
 5. Child’s Gender: (circle one)  Male Female  
 6.   Child’s date of birth:  _________________________ 
 7.   What is the total number of people in your household? ________  
 
 8.  How many total children do you have?  _____________________ 
  

What are their ages? _______________________________ 
 
9.   Marital Status (circle one) 
 1.  Married/living with someone  4. Spouse deceased 
 2.  Separated  5. Single 
 3.  Divorced 
  

10. Circle the highest level of education you completed: 
 1   2   3   4   5   6   7  8  9  10  11    
 12 High School Graduate 

    13 Some College    
 14 Technical School 
 15 Associates Degree     

    16 College Degree (BA, BS)     
    17 Advanced Degree 
 
11. How involved are you in your child’s education? 
  ____  Not at all 
 ____ Very little 
 ____ Quite a bit 
 ____ Too much 
 

 
12.  In what ways are you involved?  ________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
13.  How else would you like to be involved? _______________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
I agree that our family will be part of the 10 week parent involvement study. 

 
________________    _______________    ________ 
sign name                                                 print name                                      date 

 


